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Hack Free Idle Dark Forest Protection Cheats Code List - Gold Coins, Crystal Pearl, Card Month, Promo Card, Credits, Key, Crystal Pearl, Premium Package, Vicky, Tutorial. Idle Protection Dark Forest Cheat World: 1. ZnWo82gka9 - Gold Free 2. 5oyzeUkBSh - Game Speed 3. 5NVCCj8A1D - Purchase bip 4.
BDbYzrlABM - Replacing a gold specialized magician accidentally burned down a magic school. He was exiled and sent home. He thought about inheriting his father's blacksmith craft, but couldn't find anyone when he returned. Dear Son, I broke the sea stone and many monsters ran out. There's a guide to building a
tower that can help you build turrets. I'm going to Antarctica, so you have to protect the crystal. Hacked Version, Cheating Codes - Contact: United States of America (USA) New York, 228 Park Ave S, NY 10003-1502 For Crystal and his family's ancestors, he has to fight. You still remember having a home. Unfortunately,
your house will be destroyed by the monsters soon. I'm a nightmare knight, and this crystal is my destiny. If you want to protect him, deploy your defenses now. Wait five seconds to build the turret. Construction is complete, but your rookie's work can't stop the monsters. He needs another change. 1. VhhwoYtCBD - Top
Level 2. 4ZLgXYgZvE - Voucher 3. Yf4Sy0dK0A - Session Key 4. xTggwRUI3o - Diamond Hill 5. mJszpvWu0P - Rate the Transformation - This is key to saving your masterpiece. There is still room for further improvement when power reaches a certain level. Start when you're getting ready for this. I hope I'm not wasting
my time. Stay alive, kid. The boss in front of you won't get hit by your weak half-power tower. Do you still remember that little trick you leaned on at magician's school, a code-cheating hack? Keep your strength up and hit him hard. You're too slow. It took me forever to wait for this level 10 upgrade phase. Take the
secretion key, the chest left by our ancestors is very valuable. Open it, the tower you got from your chest is put in your bag. Well, place him on the battlefield. Although evolution causes a possible change in other types of turret, unfortunately your masterpiece level is low. Develop it into one first planet. As you've seen,
the fighting force of the Wooden Arrow Tower has increased significantly after evolution, but is still far from beginning. You'd better take the action you want to protect your crystal. Code Number Cheat Hack Title 1 6i6XbCYJ3e Excerpts 2 NKyMNOIYS9 Crystal Pearl 3 bTaY3t5adQ Credits 4 qarM0myqz8 Promo Code 5
5 5LWDOxIRQr Gift Box 6 I0tMD30JY Gold Coins 7 wAMX5GI76T Month Card 8 L4tPvt9ryi Premium Package 9 I3Yujc4n5V Emerald 10 Pjoq2Hcqam VIP Card 11 WH9mIKvapo Key Tip, Android Game Secrets: VIP Purchase - Fixed Triple Speed, Get four secret keys a day. New kind of idle tower defense game:
summon ancient demons as helpers, build the rank turret God, become an artist of turret designer. Use crystal to summon ancient demons. The different forms of demons give you Efficiency. Once you're defeated, run an ancient demon as your assistant. There's no way to lose this fight. Hack Cheats Dark Forest Idle
Protection Training (wiki): Towers: Wood Arrow - Arrows launch caused physical damage. The current damage is 4, and the range will be improved after development. Magic Turret - a charm offensive, effectively defeating protective enemies and boss. Sustained guided attack, longer time with stronger force. Priority
attack enemy shield attack. Skill: Lightning - Strikes the enemies close to Crystal, the tenth critical strike. Build different types of combat turges and use the surface advantages to defeat the enemies. A wide range of protection towers help you get through a level easily with strategies. Idle Protection Dark Forest
Activation Code:1. 50-E5 5.5.2015 5IZYKjrZtV 3. WN-3-Line 4. I don't know what that means. 1. Jigsay P.D.M. 2. U.34922p4jg 3. In 1996, after 1999, he initiated, after in 2015, after D.W.W.G.K. 3. N297DZlkp3 How and Where to Get In Author: Solarios Posted Contact: United States of America (USA), 228 Park Ave S,
New York, NY 10003-1502, USA Categories: HACK Games cheats first off, I loved this game. I spent $10 on the fireplaces and another $10 on demon packs. (This game is completely inactive, by the way. It's pretty steam-heavy, (and I mean heavy even for free play. awareness of gold, diamonds, demons, just for
playing more than one alleged minute, every time you win a level, and cheerleader) but I didn't care because I enjoyed it. Then came the latest update. It made the grind even harder, changed the flow of the game completely, and actually did anything anyone had done in the past worthless. Your cool demons you spent
money on or lucky enough to get a free subpoena? Disappeared! Earn them again with RNG that is almost guaranteed to knock you out! Also, it was supposed to fix some bugs. You fixed the bugs, huh? Liars! Give me back my diamonds and demons! Don't waste money in this game!! Not only can't I watch ads for free
demons, I can't summon any of them either because you took my diamonds!! And now all my progress is gone!!! **Update**: I received some compensation, although that didn't get me into where I was and I still lost my vip status. Therefore, the rating will be updated. Hey Protector, we're very sorry for all the
inconvenience! Can you easily contact us through FB? We will compensate any player who encounters this problem within 48 hours. Again apologize for the unpleasant gaming experience we brought. YouTube Trailer: story about a prank that protects the village and its people, and it's as impressive as a fairy tale. But
the fact is: because of a big mistake, a magician specializing in burned half of the magic school. No one can forgive this huge mistake. He was expelled from school and sent home. He plans to turn into a potato on the couch and continue to live as a regular pus as his father – the village volume. However, misfortune
never comes from a bachelor. Amatist's The seal of our ancestors was broken to pieces and the monsters came staring from it. The whole world is in chaos. There was only one book called Turret Guide left by his father. Even though he caused the accident, he's so sure of his spell. So he decided to defeat all the
horrible monsters himself! How strong is the moistureable power he has? No one knows.● Multiple combinations of turret battle have 10 different types of turret to choose from, and you can connect them freely. Build different types of battle turges and use the territory to defeat enemies. A wide range of defensive towers
help you navigate the strategy easily.● Automatic fighting mode When you are busy caring for children or waiting for a metro, fighting mode automatically eliminates the extra time to spend in the game. This mode will also be rewarded!* But don't forget that your priority is to save the world!● Magic reversing timeUse
magic makes time to return to the first level and get more resources to improve the wizard. To be stronger so that it can stand to protect the dark forest to save its beautiful home and maintain the peace of the world.* Not just protecting its favorite apple pie shop!● Various MapsDifferent maps will give you a different
gaming experience. Different monsters might appear. Monsters with physical attack and magic attack appear randomly, it needs a strategy smart enough to place your turret.● Double speed TimeSpeed the process of your game and shorten the waiting time of attacking monsters.● Infinite Level Guard of Justice is infinite,
and we will never stop defending monsters and defend our homeland.* The spirit of the superhero will never die! Android Link: iOS Beta: Coming soon... We sincerely wish you enjoy idle protection - dark forest and have a fascinating time with it. If you enjoy our game, please share it with your lovely friends.* Not only
does this best friend have to be our honor to have our game shared on your Facebook, Twitter or other social networks. We also hope we can get your feedback on the game. Hey, shields, it's a note on the turrets in idle defense: dark forest. It is often used to end the dying enemy, a rapid, long-distance attack, and attack
the most main enemies. Artillery needs: Physical attack. It will effectively kill groups of enemies, slow attack, short distance, attack the ground enemies, attack the most enemy head. Magic Thys: Magic Attack. It will effectively defeat defense enemies and bosses, continuous guided attack and stronger attack with priority
time to attack a shield, attack the furthest enemies. Physical attack. It gathers a monstrous crowd, slows down bosses, causes binding status, a longer distance, slows down makeovers, attacks the most main enemies. GoldMine Spires:The production of gold is one of your main source of income, not affected by the
location of Poisson turrets:magic attack. It's good to deal with Crowds, extra short distance, poison cannot be cured, infecting poison after death, attacking the farthest enemies. Physical attack. It kills one monster and a monstrous crowd, long distance, attack ground, damage higher than the center, attacking the most
head enemies. Sculpture Thys: Magic Attack. It stablely and effectively controls a group, causing enemies to fall asleep, delaying some casting, and unaffected characteristics. Physical attack. It banishes the magic enemies of vaccination, very long-distance!!! Delay some casting, avoid defending enemies, attack magic
immune enemies. Dragon Tseries: Magic attack. It gives stable team combat efficiency, spit fire around, cause tremendous damage. Downloads:Google Play: Store: Store:
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